LINKS Children’s Literacy Program

App List for Apple iPad products

App name

Function

Best suited
for

Phonological
Awareness:
Phonics

Click and drag letters into their correct position to build words.
Contains option to practice, learn and test.

Transition
and older

Transition
and older

Tic Tac Toe

Answer literacy based questions to fill in the box with X's or O's to
play the classic game of tic tac toe

Phonics Island

Learn and practice to write both uppercase
and lowercase letters through tracing

Early

Phonics Stories

Read a story along with a narrator. In the
game setting, test story comprehension

Beginner

Phonics App.

Review letter sounds to practice basic words

Beginner

Word Domino

Build words by placing parts of the word together
phonologically

Transition

ABC Magic

Memory matching game using words with the same first letter
as a pair

Transition

ABC Magic 2

Learn and review letter sounds with various pictures of objects
with the same first letter sounds

Beginner

ABC Magic 5

Using a particular letter, click and drag all objects starting with
that same letter, matching the sounds.

Beginner

ABC Magic 6

Identify specific letters at either the beginning, middle, or end
of a word and match the picture that contains that letter

Transition

Writing:
Touch Write

Learn to write letters with fun tools and personalize your work
with different. Also options to practice spelling basic words
and to input your own word list

Early

Notebook

Alternative to pen and paper. Write with your finger, record
what you write and edit your notebook

Dictionary

Learn how to use a dictionary by typing in a word and reading
the definition

All ages

Transition
and above

Transition
and older

APW prompts

A tool to help generate and organize ideas for writing, as well
as choosing a type of writing (ie. Monologue, essay or poem)

Story Wheel

Create a story by spinning the wheel or choose ideas from
select categories

Popplet Lite

Idea organizer for writing stories.

Older

Irregular Plurals

Click and drag the correct plural into the sentence below. In
the advanced option, choose the proper plural and determine
if it is a regular or irregular plural

Transition

Blackboard

Practice writing skills on a virtual chalkboard, a fun alternative
to pen and paper writing

All ages

Sent Builder

Build proper sentences by dragging the correct words into the
proper position to practice sentence structure.

Alphabet

Use the puzzle pieces to build individual letters

Pictello

Write a story step by step and upload your own pictures to
make it come to life

Word Families

Practice writing letters one at a time to build words.

Transition

Inspiration

Organization boards to lay out schemes for everything from
book comparisons to biographies

Older

use the picture(s) and choose from select letters to identify the
mystery word.

Older

All ages

Transition
and older

Early
Transition
and older

Spelling:
What pic/4 pics 1
word

Hangman

Receive a hint and guess the word one letter at a time

Spelling 1

Using short vowel words, drag letters into their correct positions
while listening to the sounds each letter makes.

Spelling 2

Using consonant blends, click and drag the letters into the
correct position to build the word in the corresponding picture

Spelling 3

Using multiple syllable words, click and drag the letters into
the correct position to build the word in the corresponding
picture.

Spelling 4

Practice with the silent final "e". Drag the letter e to change the
initial word to show its effect on other vowels

Phonics Vowels

Using short, long or a combination of vowels choose the
appropriate consonants to match the corresponding picture

Transition
and older

Transition

Transition

Transition
and older

Transition

Transition
and older

